9A - Bill, ON5JE reports he will be active as 9A/ON5JE from Hvar Island (EU-016) on 21-29 June and then from Rab Island (EU-136) until 17 July.

DL - DL7UXG and DL1RTW will be active from Pellworm Island EU-042 (N-023 for the German Islands Award) on 20-22 June. Their operation will count for GLHA 040 towards the German Lighthouses Award (http://www.lighthouse-award.com). [TNX DL2VFR]

C6 - Pete, N8PR will be active (on 10-80 metres SSB and CW) as C6AHR from Andros Island (NA-001), Bahamas on 21-23 June. QSL via home call. [TNX The Daily DX]

EA6 - Steve, EA6/G0SGB/P will be on Aire Island between 9-21 UTC on 15 June at the lighthouse valid for LH-0232. [TNX W9DC]

F - TM1JNM (QSL via F5PEZ) and F5KAI/P (QSL via F8DKG) are two callsigns that will be aired on 15 June for the French Mills Day.

I - Antonello, IK2DUW will be active as ID9/IK2DUW from Filicudi (EU-017, IIA ME-003) on 13-23 June. He plans to operate SSB, CW, RTTY and PSK. QSL via home call. [TNX IK2DUW]

I - IKOIXO, IK0SME, IK0OKY, IW0BET, IW0GIV, IW0GPN and IW0GXY will be active on 6 metres as II0W from grid square JN51 (in the Natural Reserve of Macchiatonda) during the IARU Region I Contest on 21-22 June. QSL via IW0BET. [TNX IW0GPN]

I - Look for Bob, IH9/I5HLK to be active from Pantelleria Is. (AF-018, IIA TP-001, Zone 33) till 15 June. [TNX I5HLK]

JD1_oga - Back in 1969 the Japan Amateur Radio League used JD1YAB to celebrate the reversion of the Ogasawara Islands to Japanese control after the 1945-68 U.S. Trusteeship. JD1YAB is now being used from a club station to celebrate the 35th anniversary of the reversion. Operations started on 10 June and will go on through 31 August. JD1YAB will be aired on 80-2 metres SSB, CW, RTTY, SSTV, plus AO-10 and UO-14 satellites. All QSOs will be confirmed automatically through the JARL bureau. Direct cards should be sent to JA1MRM (Saburo Asano, 3-26-8, Toyotama-Kita, Nerima, Tokyo, 176-0012 Japan). [TNX JAJ1ELY]

KH6 - Tom, KH6/W4MDL plans to be active during the weekends in June-July from various islands around Oahu, namely Ford Island (OC-019, USI
KH9
- Jake, N6XIV/KH9 is expected to leave Wake Island on 14 June after having added some 1,500 additional QSOs to the log on his second trip. Chuck, N4BQW/KH9 will be remaining on the island for about four more weeks. QSL N6XIV/KH9 via K2FF, QSL N4BQW/KH9 via KB6NAN. [TNX K2FF]

OD
- Pavel, OD5/OK1MU and the OK DX Foundation are preparing a special QSL card that will be sent to those who have worked him on 9 bands (see www.qsl.net/ok1mu). Pavel will be leaving Lebanon in late July, if you still need him on some specific band you can contact him for a sked at ok1mu@yahoo.com [TNX OD5/OK1MU]

OH
- OH3BHL, OH9MDV and OH9RJ will operate CW and SSB as OH3BHL/P (on 6 metres) and OH9AR/P from Kuusiluoto Island (EU-126) on 13-17 June. QSL via home calls. [TNX The Daily DX]

SM
- Martin, SM0DTK will be active as SM0DTK/1 from Gotland Island (EU-020) from 19 June to 18 July. Skeds can be arranged by mail to sm0dtk@passagen.se; give a look at his QTH on http://hem.passagen.se/sm0dtk/ (click "Losgodis"). [TNX SM0DTK]

SV
- Luigi, IK2XYN reports he will be active as SV8/IK2XYN/P from Tinos Island (EU-067) on 17-26 June. QSL via bureau to IK2XYN.

UA
- RN3QO, UA3QJJ, RA3OU, RW3QC, RW3QNZ, RW3GW and RU3GN will be active as UE3QFF from the Natural Reserve of Khopersky on 18-22 June. QSL via RN3QO either direct (Sergey Popov, P.O.Box 22, Voronezh, 394077, Russia) or through the bureau (e-mail requests for bureau cards are welcome at DX@elbase.ru). [TNX RN3QO]

UT
- Look for UT0VE/p, UT1VA/p and UR4VWA/p to operate from Chaplinsky Island (not IOTA, DN-122 for the Ukrainian Islands Award) and Koniachi Island (not IOTA, UIA DN-113) on 15-24 June. QSL UT0VE/p and UT1VA/p via home call; QSL UR4VWA/p via UR7VA either direct (P.O. Box 23, Kirovograd-9, 25009, Ukraine) or through the bureau. [TNX UX2VZ]

VE
- Dennis/VE6ATC, Lee/VE6XE and Bud/VE7SMP will operate as VC7K (special call commemorating the 50th anniversary of the town of Kitimat) from Barnard Island in the Estevan Group (NA-181) on 13-18 June. Look for activity on 10, 40 and 80 metres SSB; they will have a beam for 6 metres in case they are able to get opening from CO53eb. QSL via VE7SMP. [TNX VE7SMP]

VE
- After operating from Bonaventure (NA-177) earlier this week, Martin/G3ZYAY and Dominic/M0BLF [425DXN 629] will be visiting NA-125 and NA-176 during the weekend. On 16 June they will go to Anticosti (NA-077) and be active from around 14 UTC until Tuesday morning. [TNX W4DKS]

W
- Peter (W1DAD) and Jeanne (K1MOM) will air special event call K1D (on 28390, 21390, 14270, and 7230 kHz) until 22 June to celebrate Kid's Day (21 June) and Amateur Radio Awareness. QSL via home calls (Peter and Jeanne Schielliti, 7 Dearborn Ridge Rd, Atkinson, NH 03811, USA) or via bureau to W1DAD [TNX W1DAD].

W
- Brad, W1RQ will be active from Martha's Vineyard (NA-046) from 21 June through 12 July. [TNX J16KVR]

XW
- Champ, E21EIC will continue to be active as XW1IC from Laos [425DXN 630] until 27 June in the morning. He will concentrate on 6 metres
POSTAGE RATES (AUSTRIA) ---> Chris, OE8CIQ reports that effective 1 June 2003 the new postage rates from Austria to abroad are EUR 0,55 (Europe) and EUR 1,25 (rest of the world).

QSL ER1QQ ---> W3HNK is not and has never been the QSL manager for ER1QQ. The correct route is Boris Cechir, P.O. Box 42, Kishinev, MD-2012 Moldova [TNX ER1MF]

QSL S05X ---> Toni, EA5RM reports that the S05X cards have arrived from the printer and confirmations were expected to start on 9 June. The operation has been approved for DXCC credit.

TIMOR LESTE ---> Stu Greene, WA2MOE reports that a petition has been filed with the Chief Executive Officer of ARRL "seeking removal of UNTAET (United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor) from the DXCC entities list and for the addition of Timor Leste as an entity. The DXCC rule under which 4W was added reads: 'The entity has been assigned a call sign prefix bloc by the ITU. A provisional prefix bloc assignment may be made by the Secretary General of ITU. Should such provisional assignments not be ratified later by the full ITU, the Entity will be removed from the DXCC List'. The assignment was not ratified and UNTAET returned it to ITU which has reissued the block 4WA-4WZ to Timor Leste. It is the position of JA1BK and myself", says WA2MOE, "that the addition of 4W to the DXCC entities list was premature and that a mistake was made".

+ SILENT KEY + Javi, LU9HS reports the sad news of the passing of Alberto Granata, LU5HN, one of the most active DXers in Argentina.

BV9L: Information and pictures of the recent operation from AS-155 are available at http://www3.ocn.ne.jp/~iota/newpage60.htm [TNX JI6KVR]
Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH

---

**CALL** | **MANAGER** | **CALL** | **MANAGER** | **CALL** | **MANAGER**
---|---|---|---|---|---
3A2DX | pirate | F/ON6JUN/P | ON6BV | TE75VW | T10RC
3XYL | UY5XE | FG5FC | F6D2U | TM0AR | F5TJC
3Z3OL | SP3OL | FO/F5RQQ | F8AN | TM3OR | F6HMJ
4U1WRC | 4U1TU | HF25KVW | SP5KVW | TM3QK | F5UYJ
4W3DX | TF3MM | HF6500 | SQ4NR | TM5SC | F5ASD
5B4AHJ | G3PMR | HI3HN | OE7NHT | TM6ACO | F6KFI
5H3RK | VK4VB | HK3JJH/2 | HK3JJH | TM6D | F5RPB
5H4CM | IV3RTL | HK8RQS/P | EA5KB | TM6JDD | F40QK
5NOAM | IK2IQLD | HS0/O21HET | O21ACB | TM6JUN | F5RM
5NONHD | JH8BKTL | HS02CW | K4VUD | TM6SME | F6IPS
5X1CW | F6GQK | HS0ZEH | W6ZIP | TM7HAM | F6KWP
6V1A | 6W6JX | I1SBEM | IK5DND | TM9C | F5IN
7Q7BP | G3MRC | JR8XXQ/1D1 | JR8XXQ | UA9ZZ | EA5OL
7W4HI | OM3CGN | KH2M | JA6EGL | UE1RRC/1 | RA1Q
9A0PAX | 9A7K | KH9/N4BQW | KB6NAN | UE3EDA | RZ3EC
9A100IP | 9A1RKA | KH9/N6XIV | K2FF | UE9AAA | UA9AB
9G1YK | PA3ERA | L2800 | LU4OC | UKOB | IK2QPR
9H3MR | IK1PDR | MD3LCR/P | M3LCR | UR4VWA/P | UR7VA
9J2BO | G3TEV | OH0CO | SM6CCO | UT4UZA/P | UX7UN
9J2GS | PA3CPG | OZ/G0GRC | GORCI | V63MB | UA4WHX
9M2TO/P | JA0DMV | OZ4DI | OZ1HPS | V73VV | UA4WHX
9N7DX | 4Z4DX | PA9MR | VE3MR | VK6KN | JA1CIC
9N7YL | 4Z4DX | R12SM | UA1ZJW | VP9/W9AEB | WF9V
A41KJ | N5FTR | RK0ULW/P | UAO0MO | VQ9NL | W4NML
BU2/JJ1TBB | JLI1AP | RL4Y | RK4YY | WQ9TP | NTTP
BV4CT | NOOC | RW6AWW/P | RW6CW | WX4NHC | W4VBQ
BV9AAC | BV2KI | SB70OJ | SM5CAK | XW1IC | E21EIC
BV9L | BV4YB | SNOKAL | SP3PKL | YI/S57CQ | S57DX
CJ2DW | VA2DW | SN750SR | SP3KUJ | YI/W5ACP | W5ACP
COM | bureaux | SN750Z | SP6KYU | ZA3/IK2DUW | IK2DUW
CQ5AA | CT1RVM | SP8RX/1 | DJOF | ZA3/IK6CAC | IK6CAC
CS7AL | CT1BXE | SU9BN | EAE7FTR | ZA3/IK7JWX | IK7JWX
DF0MF | DL1BI2 | SX8X | SV8ENI | ZA3/IK7LX | IK7LX
EL2AR | EL2BA | SX9G | SV2DGH | ZA3/IV3FSG | IK3GES
EN40QFG | UY5YY | T21MY | OM2SA | ZA3/I200CKJ | IZ0CKJ
EX0V | N6FF | T2YL | OM2SA | ZA3/IZ2DPX | IZ2DPX
EX10R | EX2A | T32Z | K3PD | ZB2FX | G3RFX
---

---
Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH

4U1UN P.O. Box 3873, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163, USA
4Z4DX Dov Gavish, 27 Hamitnahalim St, Ramat Hasharon 47203, Israel
9A1RKA Radio Club "Rika", P.O.Box 262, HR-51000 Rijeka, Croatia
9A7K Kresimir Juratovic, P.O. Box 88, HR-48001 Koprivnica, Croatia
CT1BWV Manuel A. C. Marques, P.O. Box 41, 2780-901 Oeiras, Portugal
E21EIC Champ C. Muangphun, P.O. Box 1090, Kasetsart University, Bangkok 10903, Thailand
F6KFI P.O. Box 22088, 72002 Le Mans Cedex 1, France
G0RCI Alan Gibson, 1 Oakleigh Rd, Grantham, Lincs. NG31 7NN, England
HK3JJH Pedro J. Allina, P.O. Box 81119, Bogota, Colombia
IK2QPR Palo Fava, Via Bertani 8, 46100 Mantova - MN, Italy
IV3LZQ Stefano Barbanti, Via Astolfo 11, 33043 Cividale del Friuli – UD, Italy
JR8XXQ Kouichi Saito, 505-11 3-15-111, Musa, Kushiro, Hokkaido 085-0806 Japan
SM7TE Kjell Ekholm, P.O. Box 30010, 20061 Limhamn, Sweden
SQ4NR Grzegorz Gawel ul. Herdera 16/14, 10-691 Olsztyn, Poland
SV2DGH Chris Sfiris, 201 Papafi Str., GR-544 53 K. Toumba, Thessaloniki, Greece
TJ/F6BJY Claude Galas, P.O. Box 3472, Douala, Cameroon
UA0LMO Yuri Pechenko, P.O. Box 23, Vladivostok, 690041, Russia
UA4WHX Vladimir M. Bykov, P.O. Box 2040, Izhevsk 426000, Russia
UR7VA P.O. Box 23, Kirovograd-9, 25009, Ukraine
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